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Digital Tools for Teachers:
A Teacher’s Guide

In the course of our project we have found the following digital tools very helpful and easy to use.
Most of these tools can be used for free -- only a few need paid subscriptions in order to have
access to all their features. Using digital tools like the ones described here can make any lesson
more interesting and motivating for the learners. When creating online materials, keep in mind that
digital tools are not an end in themselves, but should enhance learning.

While digital games are definitely meant to improve learning, using tools like Padlet, Bookcreator
or some video tools can be used to present the learners’ product in appealing ways, thus allowing
the children to take pride in their work and enjoy the feelings of success. Such experiences of
achievement are important moments where the learners’ innate award system is activated.
Neuroscientists would say that these learners are experiencing a “dopamine shower”, that will
make them feel good about having worked hard in order to meet a challenge and be successful.
Their innate award system will ask for more of the same, thus motivating them to work hard again
in the next task in order to enjoy this good feeling of success.

The following tools can be very helpful to reach these goals.
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Padlet

https://padlet.com/
We found Padlets very useful for easy sharing of all kinds of content. Padlets are online walls
where anybody who has the link can add posts. Posts can be short texts, files, images, videos
audio- and video-recordings or links.
Padlet can be used for free. A free account only allows you to create a limited number of padlets,
but these are fully functional.
We used padlets to share the children’s Christmas crafts, for example. Padlet is so easy to use
that even young children do not need any special instructions to upload their work. Have a look at
this example: https://padlet.com/lispolzleitner/1uub1mqikqxf

https://padlet.com/
https://padlet.com/lispolzleitner/1uub1mqikqxf
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Bookcreator
https://bookcreator.com/

The Bookcreator tool has definitely been our most used and favorite digital tool. We have
produced our Superheroes Storybooks and our Moods and Feelings books using bookcreator. We
have also used it for many other little presentations of events in this project.
Creating an online book with this tool is easy and the results are stunning.
You choose a book format, add text, images, videos and you can even record audio and videos
directly into the tool. As long as one person works on a book, the free version of book creator can
do everything. However, in our project we wanted the children to collaborate in international
groups and create their books together. To do this a paid account is needed -- but the price of
120€ for a year is definitely affordable for any school.
In the paid version groups of users can collaborate in real time and produce a beautiful online
book easily and quickly.
The tool has spread quickly among other teachers of our schools. It has been used for writing
magazines, newspapers, books about the middle ages and many other topics and subjects.

The books can be shared online, downloaded as pdfs and printed, if need be. Whole sets of books
can be presented nicely as a “library” -- by sharing one link.
Here is an example of our Superheroes Library.

https://read.bookcreator.com/library/-MYtzjG50X9E-Zcxdw4k

https://bookcreator.com/
https://read.bookcreator.com/library/-MYtzjG50X9E-Zcxdw4k
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Zoom meetings of all kinds
https://www.zoom.us/

For our videoconferences we have used Zoom. We had many online meetings among the group
of teachers where we planned the next steps in the project. Zoom was also our choice for the
online meetings with the kids. It is easy to use, works on any device, even on mobile phones and
has the best sound and video quality while using the least amount of data.
Our first international Zoom meeting was a “Tea and Talk” chat where the children met in groups
(break-out rooms) and talked about their everyday school lives and other current topics.
The children got a handout with guiding questions that they were asked to discuss. That way they
were not shy about starting a conversation. Our handouts for these meetings can be found here.

1st Tea and Talk:
https://www.polzleitner.com/epep/0-NMS/ErasmusGOALproject/Zoom-meetings/Zoom-GOAL-mee
ting-Zoom-December2020.pdf

2nd Tea and Talk:
https://www.polzleitner.com/epep/0-NMS/ErasmusGOALproject/Zoom-meetings/Zoom-GOAL-mee
ting2.pdf

For our 3-day online workshops we also used Zoom. In order to organize all materials,
information, schedules and other useful resources for these extended workshops we posted all
these on a padlet. That way all participants had a safe landing spot where they would find all
necessary materials in one place. Even though our learners were fairly young, they never got lost
or confused.

https://www.zoom.us/
https://www.polzleitner.com/epep/0-NMS/ErasmusGOALproject/Zoom-meetings/Zoom-GOAL-meeting-Zoom-December2020.pdf
https://www.polzleitner.com/epep/0-NMS/ErasmusGOALproject/Zoom-meetings/Zoom-GOAL-meeting-Zoom-December2020.pdf
https://www.polzleitner.com/epep/0-NMS/ErasmusGOALproject/Zoom-meetings/Zoom-GOAL-meeting2.pdf
https://www.polzleitner.com/epep/0-NMS/ErasmusGOALproject/Zoom-meetings/Zoom-GOAL-meeting2.pdf
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Google forms

We used Google forms for many of our activities. We used forms for the logo contest, for the
sign-up process for the Superheroes workshops, for feedback after different activities and many
more.
Google forms is easy to use for teachers and the children can answer the surveys on their phones
or any other digital devices.
Here are a few examples.
https://forms.gle/fPofgZNRGJ9Hcfnc8

https://forms.gle/fPofgZNRGJ9Hcfnc8
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Learningapps.org
https://learningapps.org/

Learningapps is another tool that has become very popular in all our schools. Teachers can create
a free account and produce learning apps very easily. There are a number of useful
game-formats, such as matching games, ordering games, memory games, crosswords and
others.
We have used learningapps for many of our games about the topic “Who we are and where we
live” and about “The games we play”.

Learningapps has also a very useful search function where teachers can find and use games
produced by others. Here are a few examples of our games:
https://learningapps.org/watch?v=phe3noi7a19

Or a language game practicing the present continuous (what are they doing) that we produced
after visiting the archeological museum in Nicosia.

https://learningapps.org/watch?v=p6qdhqv5n19

https://learningapps.org/watch?v=pbx2ga8hk19

https://learningapps.org/
https://learningapps.org/watch?v=phe3noi7a19
https://learningapps.org/watch?v=p6qdhqv5n19
https://learningapps.org/watch?v=pbx2ga8hk19
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Actionbound
https://en.actionbound.com/

Another very useful tool that we have discovered in this project is the app Actionbound.
With this tool you can create a digitally guided treasure hunt. We used it for our last LTT meeting
and prepared a treasure hunt through the town of Graz. In the course of this treasure hunt the
visitors did not only see some of the famous places and sights, but also found out more about how
locals try to implement a more sustainable lifestyle.
Participants of an Actionbound treasure hunt use the app on mobile phones and are then
following instructions to find different places along a planned route. At each stop they have to
answer some “challenges” or questions. Challenges can include fun things like taking a group
picture at that place, recording an audio comment of what they are seeing or answering questions
(multiple choice, short answer …) in order to move on to the next stop.
In these “bounds” teachers can include challenges that help the participants to become aware of
important cultural concepts, historical information or other interesting things that might otherwise
go unnoticed.

Our “bound” is publicly available and can be found here. Usually, participants just download the
app and then scan the QR code in order to start the bound.

https://en.actionbound.com/
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Answergarden
https://answergarden.ch/

We have also used Answergarden for short brainstorming and collecting of ideas. In our
Superheroes workshop we started by asking the children about the most pressing problems and
challenges of our times. We collected their ideas on answergarden, so all participants can
immediately see the whole collection.
Answergarden is a free browser tool. Teachers just post a question and share the link with the
students. It is very efficient and easy to use.

We have also used Answergarden to collect feedback from the children.

https://answergarden.ch/
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Issuu
https://issuu.com/home/publisher

Issuu is an app that allows you to create e-books (flipbooks) simply by uploading various file
types. It also allows you to publish your work in all kinds of templates, (e.g. magazines,
brochures…) depending on your needs.

Kizoa
https://www.kizoa.com/

Kizoa is a video editor app that allows you to create basic videos, movies and slideshows. It is
now part of Invideo and you can use it for free. For more advanced creations you need a paid
account. It is ideal for people with limited background in video making. You simply upload fitting
images and/or short video tracks and add music or voice recordings. Free music is available
directly in the tool or you can upload your own music tracks.

An example: https://www.kizoa.com/Video-Editor/d385702252k2366643o1l1/G.O.A.L.

https://issuu.com/home/publisher
https://www.kizoa.com/
https://www.kizoa.com/Video-Editor/d385702252k2366643o1l1/G.O.A.L
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Powerpoint
We have also used powerpoint slideshows in order to present our work. Powerpoint does not only
work as a click-through slideshow, but pptx presentations can also be saved as mp4 video files.
They can include short videos, audio commentary that is directly recorded into the individual
powerpoint slides.
Since most teachers and students are familiar with the basic functions of powerpoint, it is easy to
teach them these little extra features and turn simple presentations into videos.

We have done this for some of the presentations of our schools or other local events. In order to
share these videos, we have uploaded them to our private youtube channels. This way the videos
can easily be shared with anyone who has the link. They can also be embedded in websites with
the youtube embed code.
Here is an example: https://youtu.be/khGLv-oBrZI

Purposegames
https://www.purposegames.com/

We have also used Purposegames to create easy educational games in various formats. All we
had to do was create an account and make games for free.

https://youtu.be/khGLv-oBrZI
https://www.purposegames.com/
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Wordwall
https://wordwall.net/

Wordwall is an app that allows you to create teaching resources such as quizzes, match ups, word
games etc. You can create an account for free and start using it. It is similar to learningapps but
offers a few different formats that can be nice.

https://wordwall.net/
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Chrome Music Lab

scared:
https://musiclab.chromeexperiments.com/Song-Maker/song/6697881716654080

EMBARRASSED:
https://musiclab.chromeexperiments.com/Song-Maker/song/5176948535328768

SAD
https://musiclab.chromeexperiments.com/Song-Maker/song/5785158753452032

HAPPY
https://musiclab.chromeexperiments.com/Song-Maker/song/6005692908961792

ANGRY
https://musiclab.chromeexperiments.com/Song-Maker/song/5790900642381824

BORED
https://musiclab.chromeexperiments.com/Song-Maker/song/5557245441474560

WORRIED
https://musiclab.chromeexperiments.com/Song-Maker/song/6684535206445056

https://musiclab.chromeexperiments.com/Song-Maker/song/6697881716654080
https://musiclab.chromeexperiments.com/Song-Maker/song/5176948535328768
https://musiclab.chromeexperiments.com/Song-Maker/song/5785158753452032
https://musiclab.chromeexperiments.com/Song-Maker/song/6005692908961792
https://musiclab.chromeexperiments.com/Song-Maker/song/5790900642381824
https://musiclab.chromeexperiments.com/Song-Maker/song/5557245441474560
https://musiclab.chromeexperiments.com/Song-Maker/song/6684535206445056
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KAHOOT:
https://kahoot.com/schools-u/

Kahoot! is a game-based learning platform that makes it easy to create, share and play
learning games or trivia quizzes in minutes. Pupils can use their mobile phones or tablets
to play the game. We used it in the pupils’ contest during the online LTT.

Jigsaw Planet

https://www.jigsawplanet.com/

Jigsaw Planet is a website where you can find digital jigsaw puzzles that can be
assembled using any device with a web browser. It also allows users to upload any image
and create a digital puzzle, complete and share it for someone else to solve. We used it
for young learners who wanted to find out more about the different schools and countries
by playing with images rather than language.

https://kahoot.com/schools-u/
https://www.jigsawplanet.com/

